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Social event is something that occurs at specific place and time associated with some specific actions, and it consists of many stories
over time. With the explosion of Web 2.0 platforms, a popular social event that is happening around us and around the world can
spread very fast. As a result, social event analysis becomes more
and more important for users to understand the whole evolutionary trend of social event over time. However, it is very challenging
to do social event analysis because social event data from different
social media sites have multi-modal, multi-domain, and large-scale
properties. The goal of our research is to design advanced multimedia techniques to deal with the above issues and establish an effective and robust social event analysis framework for social event
representation, detection, tracking and evolution analysis. (1) For
social event representation, we propose a novel cross-domain collaborative learning algorithm based on non-parametric Bayesian
dictionary learning model. It can make use of the shared domain
priors and modality priors to collaboratively learn the data’s representations by considering the domain discrepancy and the multimodal property. (2) For social event detection, we propose a boosted
multi-modal supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation model. It can
effectively exploit multi-modality information and utilize boosting
weighted sampling strategy for large-scale data processing. (3) For
social event tracking, we propose a novel multi-modal event topic
model, which can effectively model the correlations between textual and visual modalities, and obtain their topics over time. (4) For
social event evolution analysis, we propose a novel multi-modal
multi-view topic-opinion mining model to conduct fined-grained
topic and opinion analysis for social events from multiple social
media sites collaboratively. It can discover multi-modal topics and
the corresponding opinions over time to understand the evolutionary processes of social event. Extensive experimental results show
that the proposed algorithms perform favorably against state-ofthe-art methods for social event analysis.

1

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of Internet, more and more social networking sites (e.g., Flickr, YouTube, Facebook, and Google News)
appear and allow users to conveniently share their ideas, pictures,
posts, activities, and events. Therefore, when a popular event is
happening around us, it can spread very fast in different social media sites with substantial amounts of multimedia data including
images, videos, and texts. Most of these multimedia contents associated with social events uploaded by users are related to some
specific topics, and it is very time-consuming for people to manually identify or cluster them to obtain the whole topic evolution
of an event in real-world scenarios. For example, users may want
to know the whole evolutionary process of the event “The Arab
Spring" from start to end. Given the well-defined query, users can
search it on Google and obtain a lot of related information. However, all returned results only tend to show what has happened
recently and the related information associated with the event is
too scattered. As a result, users have to repeatedly switch back
and forth from one to another in order to completely understand
the theme of the event. Usually, it is time-consuming for users to
browse such huge documents and almost impossible to capture
the whole evolutionary process of the event. Therefore, it is important and necessary to propose a generic framework for social
event analysis to know the evolutionary trend of social event over
time automatically. Based on the framework, for the event “The
Arab Spring", we can visualize its whole evolutionary process in
the map over time, and it is much easier for users to understand
what has happened to the Arab Spring.
To achieve this goal, we propose a generic framework as shown
in Figure 1 for social event analysis including social event representation, detection, tracking, and evolution analysis. In the proposed framework, we have designed specific model for each task
to overcome the challenges, such as multi-modal, multi-domain,
and large-scale properties in social event data. The details are as
follows. (1) Social event representation aims to learn the semanticbased multi-modal event description by exploiting the multi-modal
data from multi-domain social media resources, including the textual information and visual information. To achieve this goal, we
propose a generic cross-domain collaborative learning algorithm
based on the non-parametric Bayesian dictionary learning model.
As a result, our model can effectively make use of the virtues of
different information sources to complement and enhance each
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Figure 1: A generic framework for social event analysis. The input is the social event multimedia data collected from multiple social media sites. The proposed framework includes four major parts: social event representation, social event detection,
social event tracking, and social event evolution analysis. After doing social event analysis, we can visualize the whole evolutionary process of social event in the map over time.
the relevant data across different domains for social event analysis,
they can complement and enhance each other, especially when the
strengths of one domain complement the weaknesses of the other.
Our goal is to design an effective algorithm to exploit the multidomain multi-modal data for social event representation.
Recently, most existing cross domain learning methods have
been proposed, and could be categorized into two categories including (1) cross-domain feature learning in multimedia by adopting a cross-domain constraint to make different domains share a
common feature space [13]. (2) personalization recommendation
in social links by modeling cross-network user behaviors [1].The
existing methods are not suitable for social event representation
learning, because social event data have multi-domain, multi-modal,
and supervised properties.
To address the above issues, we propose a generic cross-domain
collaborative learning algorithm via a discriminative non-parametric
Bayesian dictionary learning model for cross-domain data analysis [8]. Compared with existing cross-domain learning methods,
our proposed algorithm mainly has the following advantages: (1)
To deal with the domain discrepancy, we adopt the shared domain
priors across multiple domains to make them share a common feature space. (2) To make use of the multi-modal property, we learn
the sparse representation of multi-modal data by introducing the
shared modality priors to infer the sparse structure shared among
different modalities of media data. (3) To make use of class label information of cross-domain data, we learn the discriminative dictionary which is shared by all the classes and utilize the latent probability vector to control the probability of selection of the dictionary
atoms for a single class data. As a result, the proposed algorithm
can effectively explore the virtues of different information sources
to complement and enhance each other for the feature representation learning of multi-modal cross domain data.

other for feature representation. (2) Social event detection is to automatically mine and identify social events from large-scale social
media data. To exploit the supervised category information of the
large-scale data, we propose a novel boosted multi-modal supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation by integrating a supervised topic
model in the boosting framework, which can effectively process
large-scale data iteratively. (3) The goal of social event tracking is
to obtain the evolutionary processes of social events over time. To
track multiple social events from multiple platforms with multiple modalities, we propose a novel incremental topic model learning algorithm to obtain the evolutionary trends of social events
and generate effective event summary details over time. (4) To do
social event evolution analysis, we propose a novel multi-modal
multi-view topic-opinion mining model by considering multi-view
and multi-modal properties for topic and opinion learning in multiple collection sources. As a result, the proposed model can discover multi-modal topics and the corresponding opinions in multiple views, and visualize the evolutionary process of social event
over time. The above four models are closely related with each
other, and extensive experimental results have demonstrated the
effectiveness of the proposed models for social event analysis.

2

SOCIAL EVENT ANALYSIS

In this Section, we introduce the proposed generic framework for
social event analysis including social event representation, detection, tracking, and evolution analysis.
Social Event Representation: The goal of social event representation is to utilize the multi-modal data from multi-domain
social media resources to learn semantic multi-modal event description. In the real-world scenario, different social media platforms (different domains), such as Google News and Flickr, have
large amounts of multimedia data, including texts, images, and
videos, related with the same social event. If we can aggregate
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Figure 2: The learned topics and opinions for social event “Syria civil war" based on the proposed generic framework. We
can visualize the learned topic and opinion words over time. Based on the visualization, it is quite clear to know the whole
evolutionary process of social event.
exploit the multi-modality and the multi-class property of social
events jointly, and make use of the supervised category label information to classify multi-class social event directly. (2) It is suitable for large-scale data analysis by utilizing boosting weighted
sampling strategy to iteratively select a small subset of data to efficiently train the corresponding topic models. (3) It effectively exploits social event structure by the document weight distribution
with classification error and can iteratively learn new topic model
to correct the previously misclassified event documents.
Social Event Tracking: The goal of social event tracking is to
associate all stories of social event over time. It can provide informative summary details on what has happened in the real world
and could yield important knowledge on the evolutionary trends
of social event over time. Moreover, social event tracking is helpful
to browse, search, and monitor social events and understand their
evolution by users. Users may be interested in multiple events and
their evolution. For instance, they might want to know the evolutionary trend of social event such as “the war in Afghanistan" or
“the 2011 England Riot". Thus, for the better understanding, it is important to obtain the whole processes of multiple events by social
event tracking. Many methods have been proposed, such as social
event tracking[2] and social event evolution[14]. While the existing methods mainly focus on feature designing to calculate the similarity of social event documents, which can improve experimental
performance, the semantic relationship and importance of those
features have not been studied in details. To deal with the above
issues, many topic models [3, 7] have been proposed to explore
multi-modal topics for social event analysis. However, these methods need the strong relativity between the textual and visual information, and do not consider richer information in multi-modal

Social Event Detection: The social event detection is to automatically discover and identify relevant social events from the
large-scale social media data. In the real-world scenario, there are a
large amounts of event data uploaded by users from different social
media sites, and it is very difficult and time-consuming to manually
identify or cluster them. Therefore, automatically mining and identifying social events from massive social media data is important
and helpful to better browse, search and monitor social events by
users or governments. Recently, how to address these challenges
for automatically mining and monitoring social events has drawn
much attention in the multimedia research community, such as social event classification [4], and investigating event detection [2].
Most of these methods mainly focus on feature designing for social event modeling, such as textual features, visual feature or their
combination. However, most of these methods ignore the semantic
relationship among multiple modalities and the multi-class property of social events. In the multi-modal topic model methods, such
as mmLDA [12] and Corr-LDA [3], they can consider the multimodal information to obtain the semantic feature representation
among multiple modalities. However, they have two limitations:
(1) they do not utilize the supervised category information to boost
the classification accuracy. (2) all the above topic models ignore the
document weight distribution and it is time-consuming to train the
models on a large-scale dataset.
To deal with these issues, we propose a novel boosted multimodal supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation for social event classification by integrating a supervised topic model, denoted as multimodal supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation, in the boosting framework [10]. Compared with existing methods, our model mainly
has the following advantages: (1) Our BMM-SLDA can effectively
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event documents including long textual information and the corresponding visual information from Flickr or Google News, which
cannot be suitable for social event modeling.
To overcome these issues, we propose a novel multi-modal event
topic model to effectively fuse multi-modality information and consider visual-representative topics and non-visual-representative topics together [11]. Based on this model, we propose a novel multimodal social event tracking and evolution algorithm to obtain the
evolutionary trends of social events and generate effective event
summary details over time. Compared with existing methods, our
model mainly has the following advantages: (1) The model is suitable for multimedia documents from various social media platforms,
which is able to not only effectively capture their multi-modal topics, but also obtain the evolutionary trends of social events over
time. (2) The model can exploit the multi-modal property of social event, which can effectively model social media documents including long text with related images and learn the correlations between textual and visual modalities to separate the visual-representative
topics and non-visual-representative topics. (3) We propose a novel
incremental topic model for social event tracking, which can obtain the whole evolutionary processes of events with textual and
visual topics over time and help understand the events.
Social Event Evolution Analysis: The social evolution analysis is achieved via topic-opinion Mining, which is to exploit multiple social media resources to conduct the fined-grained topicopinion analysis. For example, for the political controversial events
such as “The crises in Libya", every news media over a controversial topic not only has many different aspects, but also has its own
opinion tendencies, and there is no absolute true opinion for this
topic. Therefore, social event fined-grained topic-opinion mining
is important to automatically understand the topics of the hot political controversial social events and the corresponding opinions
in different news medias. How to conduct topic-opinion mining
in multiple views across different collections has attracted much
research interest. Basically, there are two major research topics:
(1) A fine-grained topic analysis by adopting an extended crosscollections LDA to discover common topics across all collections
as well as model their similarities and differences across multiple
collections [6]. (2) The combination of topic and opinion mining
by adopting the extended topic model methods or other latent variable models to learn the topic and the corresponding opinion simultaneously [5]. These two research topics focus on topic and opinion
mining in textual content analysis by utilizing a latent model for
cross-collection data modeling. However, both the topics and opinions in multiple collections have the multi-view property, and the
media data have the multi-modal property. The existing methods
do not still consider these properties well.
To deal with these issues, we propose a novel multi-modal multiview topic-opinion mining model for social event analysis in multiple collection sources [9]. Compared with existing topic-opinion
mining methods, our model mainly has the following advantages:
(1) The model can effectively take into account multi-modal and
multi-view properties jointly in a unified and principled way for
the fine-grained social event modeling. (2) The model is able to not
only discover multi-modal common topics from all collections as
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well as summarize the similarities and differences of these collections along each specific topic, but also automatically mine multiview opinions on the learned topics across different collections. (3)
The model is general and can also be applied for many other applications in multimedia, such as opinion mining and sentiment
analysis, multi-view association visualization, and topic-opinion
mining for movie review.

3

RESULTS

We have conducted both qualitative and quantitative evaluations
for social event representation, detection, tracking, and evolution
analysis. All results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed models for social event analysis. In Figure 2, we show an example of the learned topics and opinions over time for the social
event “Syria civil war".

4

CONCLUSION

In this research, we propose a generic framework for social event
analysis including social event representation, detection, tracking
and evolution analysis. The extensive results have demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed models. In the future, we will do
some research on social event prediction and develop a real system
for social event analysis.
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